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BEVERLY HILLS DINING  

The eclectic, international selection of restaurants throughout Beverly Hills represent the pinnacle of 
Southern California dining, embracing modern pillars of luxury, including local and sustainable sourcing 

and elevated culinary techniques that reinvigorate traditional methods. Chefs from around the globe, 
attracted to the city’s sun-soaked glamour and California’s lush farmers’ markets, prepare cuisine ranging 
from familiar to groundbreaking. The Golden Triangle showcases eateries alongside opulent retailers, and 

Little Restaurant Row, nearby on Canon Drive, provides even more choices from around the globe. 

WORLD-CLASS CUISINE  
From celebrity chefs to celebrity followings, Beverly Hills’ selection of fine dining restaurants guarantees 

impeccable dining experiences served with a strong chance of VIP encounters. Legendary names helm time-
tested concepts and innovative offshoots, like Wolfgang Puck’s Spago and CUT Lounge, or Nobu 

Matsuhisa’s eponymous Matsuhisa. Other iconic upscale venues include Crustacean, the Vietnamese fusion 
restaurant which recently re-emerged from a six-month renovation, The Grill on the Alley, a traditional 

steakhouse perfect for power-lunches and celebrity chef Curtis Stone’s Maude Restaurant, which offers a 
quarterly tasting menu inspired by different wine regions across the globe. 

AL FRESCO DINING  
Few experiences capture the California lifestyle quite as completely as dining al fresco in Beverly Hills. 
Dining spots such as 208 Rodeo Restaurant and Il Pastaio offer tasty dishes served at sidewalk tables, 

perfect for catching a glimpse of famous passersby. Rooftop restaurants such as A60 at SIXTY Beverly Hills  
or The Rooftop by JG at Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills serve a range of small bites, full meals and specialty 

cocktails set high above the city, offering panoramic views of Beverly Hills and surrounding Los Angeles 
sites. 

HEALTHY AND NUTRITIOUS  
California’s reputation for pushing the boundaries of health-conscious menus comes to life in Beverly Hills, 

where diet-friendly venues cater to all palates. These outposts call on the state’s abundant and flavorful 
fruits and vegetables while staying up-to-date on the latest health trends, dietary restrictions, and eclectic 

organic ingredients. Popular options include Beverly Hills’ first walk-up window smoothie bar, Planet 
Smoothie, vegan-based Gratitude Kitchen + Bar and Greenleaf Gourmet Chopshop, which turns out 

healthy, organic iterations of familiar American dishes. 
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CASUAL EATERIES  

While every meal in Beverly Hills can be an occasion, plenty of casual eateries blend glamorous inspirations 
with fresh California produce to offer quick bites, to-go offerings and a deliciously relaxing respite. Caffe 

Roma’s upscale bar and lounge area offers a robust happy hour of pre-meal aperitifs and signature cocktails 
while Ladurée Beverly Hills’ Parisian tea room serves everything from French macarons and other tea 

favorites. From legendary spots, such as  The Cabana Café at The Beverly Hills Hotel, a celebrity-favorite 
and one of L.A.’s most sought-after outdoor dining areas, while eateries, including The Farm of Beverly 

Hills, showcase California’s fresh organic produce and culinary spirit. From the low-key to the boisterous, 
Beverly Hills offers many places to enjoy a meal without a dress code.   

 

BARS AND LOUNGES  
After watching the sunset against the silhouette of palm trees, visitors seek sophisticated bars, lounges and 

clubs offering quintessential after-dark Beverly Hills experiences. From luxurious enclaves, such as The 
Club Bar at The Peninsula Beverly Hills, exuding the charm of a 1900s gentlemen’s lounge, to an elegant bar 
at Jean-Georges restaurant at Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills has a spot to fit every personality. 
Iconic local favorites include Spago and Mastro’s Penthouse, serving innovative cocktails al fresco, perched 

atop the steakhouse. Additional nightlife destinations include Honor Bar, Heritage Fine Wines, CUT 
Lounge at Beverly Wilshire, A Four Seasons Hotel, £10 at Montage Beverly Hills and more. 
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